MISSION:

Wall Flower

AGENTS ASSIGN

Status:

Cold Case

Bonsai

Casper

DATE:

9/13/2008

Cybertrack

Horus

TIME:

2:00:00 PM

Paradox

Shiv / York
CONTACT INFORMATION:

FIRST NAME:

Jamil

LAST NAME:

Thomas

DATE:

9/13/2008

TIME:

8:00:00 PM

PLACE:

Rosenborg Castle

MISSION BRIEFING:
For some time, The Agency has been looking for any information about the organization known as GENISIS.
Recently, intelligence has connected a businesswoman in Copenhagen, Denmark with this group, Farnchesca
Vincetti, who is also connected to organized crime. Most importantly, she now appears to be looking for a group of
expert thieves to obtain an object for her, only calling it “the flower.” Your mission is to go to Copenhagen
undercover, posing as thieves, and obtain and complete this job from her. The favor and trust we can garner with
Vincetti along with the intel we gain could be the first major breakthrough in an investigation that has taken decades.
Further information will be provided by your contact in Denmark. Your flight leaves in 1 hour, good luck.

MISSION DEBRIEFING:
**Mission Completed: 9-20-08, 7:30 PM Local Time**
Team traveled to Copenhagen and almost immediately began blending into the local jazz scene. Partly through their
contact, the team set a meet with Vincetti to get the job they would perform undercover. It was at this time the team
learned the job was to steal a rare flower from thee Isabella Stuart Gardner Museum in Boston. Through
surveillance, they also were able to identify a possible rival team of thieves, know as Le Pacte. The team traveled to
Boston immediately and began recon for possible ways to infiltrate the museum. A hack of the Museum mainframe
proved useful, and security codes were obtained along with an itinerary of the flower itself. Two members of the
team traveled to California to attempt an intercept of the flower before it traveled, but to no avail. Agents then
returned to Boston and used a well planned combination of social infiltration and traditional cat burglary to set the
job upon the flowers’ arrival. This, coupled with a requested hologram device and access codes obtained earlier, the
robbery was a fairly easily competed task. Almost immediately afterward, the team was contact by Le Pacte to meet
for the exchange, revealing their association with Vincetti. But at this meeting, which occurred in Boston Common
Park, the negotiations broke down. An alteration occurred, and several Agents used excessive force against the
opposition, some of who were unarmed. One Agent was taken into police custody for a time. After they left Boston,
the team tried to broker something with Vincetti herself and was able to complete the deal, but Vincetti was not
happy with the loss of her associates. Although the team did retrieve some financial intel from the transaction, the
Agency believes this attempt to begin infiltration into GENISIS has failed. Reprimand will be issued to agents
involved and contact will be extracted. Franchesca Vincetti will be placed under surveillance.

